TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #1

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ___________________________
Find tree #2

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ___________________________
TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #3

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ____________________________
TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #4

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

- V-Shaped
- Columnar
- Pyramidal
- Round
- Oval

Tree Observations:

______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________
______________________________

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: __________________________
TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #5

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ___________________________
TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #6

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ____________________________
TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #7

Touch the bark. How does it feel, look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ____________________________
TREE BARK MYSTERIES

Find tree #8

Touch the bark.
How does it feel,
look, and sound?

Circle tree shape:

Tree Observations:

Bark rubbing or drawing:

Find the Tree ID tag. We think our mystery tree is: ___________________________